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A generous, anonymous donor has pledged to MATCH up to $50,000

between now and the end of 2023!

$100,000 to kickstart the funding of our 2024 programs in research, community building, and

advocacy is critical for accelerating progress towards more effective treatments and cures for

SCN2A-related disorders (SRDs).

The SCN2A community has tremendous momentum...so far in 2023 we have had: 

• Positive initial clinical data for PRAX-222, a new therapy specifically developed for gain-of-

function SCN2A-related disorders.

• Multiple clinical trials with new therapeutics actively enrolling SCN2A patients.
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• Drugs in development at many levels that are designed to treat EVERY type of SCN2A.

• Major growth in FamilieSCN2A infrastructure to ensure SCN2A is at the cutting edge of drug

development and that medications successfully get to those in need as fast as possible. 

But there is still lots of work to do. 

Our dedicated team is at the forefront of pioneering research and with your support 2024 will be

the best year yet! Every contribution, no matter the size, plays a pivotal role in propelling us

toward a future where SCN2A is no longer about surviving but about thriving! 

Please, join our team by giving the gift of HOPE today! Together we fight, together we give.

Giving Tuesday Donation
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

💜  Spread the word to friends and family about this awesome matching opportunity by forwarding

this email and/or posting on your social media pages.

💙  Copy this Facebook fundraiser link to share it through Facebook, Instagram, Twitter or

wherever else you connect with friends or ask them to visit our website.

💚  Be sure to add WHY you are asking for donations. Many people want to help but aren't sure

how, this makes it easy and every dollar counts double!

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Here's your sneak peek reward for reading to the end: You're Invited!

What: FamilieSCN2A Foundation's 6th Family & Professional Conference

Where: Anaheim, California, home of Mickey Mouse

When: July 31 - August 3, 2024

Stay tuned for more details...
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